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A MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR.

D

ear Readers,

Welcome to the Summer 2020 LAKPA
Newsletter – and how the world has changed
since our last edition. The COVID-19 pandemic
has radically changed the whole structure
of all our lives, and none more so than for
kidney patients. For so many of you this has

that all adults can be considered as potential organ

our funds so that we continue to help kidney patients.

donors unless they have opted out, or belong to an

I am committed to running a 5k at the end of July and

excluded group. As we move out of lockdown and

Alison Danbury-Lee is planning to run 50 x 5k before

normal services start to resume this should increase the

her significant birthday next March. If you would like to

flow of donors and give many more people, whose lives

support LAKPA details are on page 9.

are blighted by kidney disease, the opportunity for a life
without the restrictions of dialysis.

I hope you find this Newsletter interesting and
informative – if you have any comments or

been such a difficult and worrying time and

Maintaining mental resilience is more important than

suggestions for future editions please contact me at

one where contact with the outside world is

ever in these strange times and the peer support

ros.aird@ntlworld.com or by writing to me c/o the

confined to Zoom and Whatsapp. It is not all

programme has continued throughout the pandemic by

renal office, Lister Hospital, Stevenage SG1 4AB.

bad news however and there are a number of

‘virtual’ rather than face to face meetings. In this issue

contributions from LAKPA members that show

Tarsem Paul, who is the LAKPA liaison for the Bedford

what an upbeat and resilient group you are.

unit describes how his own sense of isolation whilst

Clearly COVID-19 and how your renal team have
managed all the issues, both medical and emotional,
is the main theme of this Newsletter. Do read the

shielding was greatly helped by his work as a peer
supporter, and we introduce Jacqui Byfield who has
joined the team supporting this programme.

inspiring article by Dr Praveen Jeevaratnam, our new

There is also an update on the plans for the new Luton

Clinical Director, on managing all the issues posed by the

Kidney Centre, the position with Patient Transport

pandemic and how this learning will be used to improve

Services and, on a lighter note, pictures of World Kidney

services for the future.

Day, which took place just days before lockdown

Despite the pandemic, the so called ‘Max and Keira’s

Finally, at this difficult time, so many charities are

law’ entered the statute book on 20 May which means

struggling and we are having to seek ways of increasing

I look forward to hearing from you, best wishes and stay
safe.

Ros

Ros Aird
EDITOR

For any change in contact details please contact: Marcia Hamlin email: marciahamlin@talktalk.net or write to: Marcia Hamlin, Lister Area Kidney Patients Association,
49 Mandeville, Stevenage, Herts. SG2 8JJ / Please note the address for our Treasurer, Anthony Byrne, at 8 Elm Walk, Stevenage, Herts SG2 9UY
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Chairperson’s Message
W

e are all going through a very difficult period

significantly by COVID-19. Between 21 March and 1 May

newsletter in the Autumn, I will be able to share some more

at present. My best wishes to all of you and

2020, nearly 11% of those who died from COVID-19

positive news with you. Please take care and stay safe.

your families as we cope with our individual

in hospitals had chronic kidney disease as one of the

Best wishes.

circumstances. Thankfully, there are some positive

underlying conditions.

signs of improvement but it seems it will be a long

The vast majority these patients were patients who dialyse

time before life for us will be “normal” again. Let

in hospitals. Also, the disparities in risks from COVID-19

us all remember the many kidney patients who are

have been identified. The risks are greater for older people,

no longer with us because of the pandemic. The

men, those living in more deprived areas and those from

importance of us supporting each other is more

Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic background. Clearly it

important now than in any time in my life.

is vital that kidney patients follow the latest Government

I am pleased to inform you that LAKPA has continued

advice and do what they can to minimize risks. It is

its work of supporting patients and their families. Our

important that renal departments in hospitals, as they

committee meetings are being held virtually and we

begin to “recover” and start planning for the future, take

have learnt how to use zoom! I am most grateful to Dr

full account of the disproportionate impact of COVID-19

Praveen Jeevaratnam, the Clinical Director of Renal Services

on patients. LAKPA has already raised this matter with Dr

at the Trust, for attending our meetings to update us on

Praveen Jeevaratnam.

what is happening and responding to our queries. I am

Finally, because of the impact of the pandemic on oour

sure everyone will want to join me in thanking staff at the

income, for the first time LAKPA is making an appeal for

Trust, particularly staff working in the renal department, for

some financial help you. ( See page 9 ) I would be most

looking after us during this crisis.

grateful for any donation you can afford in these difficult

Information about the impact of COVID-19 is emerging.

times.

We now know that renal patients have been affected

I very much hope that, by the time you receive the next

Kirit Modi
CHAIRPERSON

NKF PRESIDENT.

O

effect on BAME communities, have made him

difficult time for kidney patients. I am looking forward to

as President of the National Kidney Federation

respected throughout the renal community and

working closely with many amazing people at the NKF

by its Executive Committee in April. Kirit has

we are delighted that this has been recognised

to help improve the lives of kidney patients”.

been a kidney patient for nearly 25 years

in this appointment. We offer him our hearty

ur Chairperson, Kirit Modi was appointed

and has been a passionate and committed
advocate for kidney patients for over 10

congratulations.

years, both locally and nationally. His selfless

Kirit said :“ I am humbled and honoured by this

voluntary work and his impressive grasp of

appointment made by fellow patients and carers. It is

the real issues, particularly with regard to the

a huge responsibility to undertake this role at this very
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Article

I

HOW WE ARE MANAGING COVID-19.

n March 2020, an unprecedented pan-epidemic

Once this unit was opened, we were able to stop using

now that the situation has eased this group is being re-

on a global scale became apparent, with people

the night shift which allowed patients to have a more

assessed and moved back to a 3 times a week dialysis

with kidney conditions and on kidney replacement

“normal” schedule.

as appropriate.

therapy being in one of the highest risk and

As of early June the Florence unit is still operating but it

vulnerable groups. Covid-19 caught us unaware
and, as the virus spread through the country, it
was clear that immediate action was needed

is much less busy. No new patients are being picked up
despite the increased amount of testing and screening
being carried out. Nevertheless we expect that the
Florence unit will remain in place for the time being to

to protect our renal community. This was quite

continue to treat COVID-19 affected patients and be

daunting as it quickly became obvious that the

available against the possibility of a further spike in

whole organisation, the way we work, care and

cases as lock down is eased.

live would have to be completely changed and

PPE AND TRANSPORT
Although there has been a lot of publicity about
problems with PPE we have not really experienced
this thanks to some strong leadership in the Trust who
ensured that the right PPE is available in the right areas.
We have, on occasions, had to challenge decisions to

There have also been many changes across the other

ensure that staff and patients are protected but we were

dialysis units to protect staff and patients, whilst

proud to have been one week ahead in implementing

those people who had become affected, and to

continuing to maintain the levels of care necessary.

the guidance on wearing masks in dialysis units that

protect those who had not.

We are tackling this by spacing out dialysis time slots,

was issued by the Renal Association.

adapted with the available resources, to manage

allowing greater time gaps between shifts, increasing

IN UNIT HAEMODIALYSIS

spacing between patients dialysing and instituting
a one way path through the units to reduce the risk

The main concern was how to protect people who had

of spread. The new normal has also had a significant

to attend for their dialysis sessions 2-3 times week

effect on the planning process for the new Luton Kidney

and were unable to “lockdown” in the community as

Centre and, the precautions and lessons learnt form

advised by Public Health England. Their routine travel to

COVID-19 will be instituted into the best possible unit.

and from the dialysis units to have life-saving treatment
meant they could not reduce their contact with the rest
of the community and the risk of contracting the virus.
We had to find ways to ensure that the risk of exposure
to this virus was minimised.

Staff have full protection with masks, face shields,
gowns etc. whenever they attend to a patient,
regardless of COVID-19 status. Patients also wear PPE
in the form of face masks, when they travel from home
to the unit, during their treatment and on their return.
Patients are screened the day before they are picked
up, their temperature is taken by transport when they

To reduce risk of exposure and allow more self-isolation

are picked up, and again when they come into the unit.

for haemodialysis patients, some patients who normally

Face masks should be changed every 4 hours and they

dialyse 3 times a week have been moved to twice a

are given a mask to wear for when they next come to

week dialysis. Due to our ethos of monitoring residual

the unit.

renal function (one of the few units nationally), we had

Haemodialysis patients who were suspected of

the ability to identify patients immediately who would

I am also very pleased to report that there has been

Covid-19 were dialysed in isolation on the twilight

be safe for a short period of time, to do less dialysis

a very significant improvement in patient transport

shift at the Lister and when patients had a confirmed

sessions per week.

with a dramatic fall in the number of complaints and

diagnosis, they were dialysed on a night shift. These
measures were introduced to allow separation of
potential COVID-19 and confirmed COVID-19 patients
and reduce the risk of spread in our haemodialysis units
At the same time, a dialysis portacabin with 8 isolation

the Patient Transport Service has worked closely with
Unlike many renal departments we have always

us in implementing the new procedures. During the

monitored kidney function in patients and this had the

pandemic, Patient Transport Services have worked

advantage of helping to identify candidates for this. It

tirelessly to ensure that patients have the required

was vital not to risk admission to hospital with fluid

social distancing, PPE, screening of symptoms and

overload which would just be counter-productive.

temperatures. We continue to work closely with them

stations was built and commissioned, and this opened

and the CCGs to ensure that this service continues to

on the 6th April 2020. This unit was named the Florence

Accordingly patients who were passing around a litre

unit and is positioned on the plaza in the front of the

of urine between dialyses, along with those who had

Lister hospital. The Florence unit has a capacity at full

very low weight gains and with no history of admission

stretch to dialyse 48 patients. This unit was one of the

to hospital for fluid overload were identified as suitable.

first of its kind in the country, and allows haemodialysis

Of those who moved to this regime the weekly

patients in our region to have a protected area to

biochemistry results have been very satisfactory. Around

New Home Dialysis Training was put on hold at the

dialyse when suspected or confirmed of COVID-19.

15% of patients had been moved to twice a week but

beginning of the pandemic due to the risk of exposing
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improve and maintain high standards.

HOME DIALYSIS PD AND HHD

cont.
patients and maintaining adequate staffing in all the

being initiated we hope the majority of consultations

as lockdown is eased. The plan for the next year is to

different areas. However PD and existing HHD carried

could continue in this format. There are significant

maintain business as usual as far as possible, but using

on as, by maintaining a home based treatment,

advantages to this for patients (reduce parking needs/

remote models for meetings and other interactions and

exposure to COVID-19 is much reduced. With the

fees, saving travel time, taking time off work/regular

whilst remaining ready to upscale as needed if another

reduction in the numbers of COVID-19 cases locally

activities etc.).

spike occurs.

and nationally, home dialysis training has restarted.
For peritoneal dialysis patients, catheter insertion has
continued throughout the pandemic.

This then is the situation as it is now but we are very

TRANSITION UNIT
The transition unit, which had been set up last year to

TRANSPLANTATION
We are strongly advising transplant patients to follow
the advice on shielding, although the government
guidelines on this have recently changed. We still see
shielding as very important aspect to reduce exposure
to COVID-19. Guidance will change on this over the
coming weeks.

manage those who had a sudden need for dialysis, has
had to be put on hold to reduce the risk of exposure
with multiple consultations during the pan-epidemic.
We are now in the process of restarting this initiative
with much more virtual working. The transition unit
is an excellent platform to encourage shared care,
home therapies and provide the psychosocial support
especially to new dialysis starters.

conscious that the virus is not under control and we
must remain vigilant and prepared for further outbreaks.
However at this point I must pay tribute to all the renal
staff -the whole team have worked really hard and
supported one another to ensure that everyone is
protected. The team have risen to the challenge, are
embracing new ways of working to provide the best
care possible in this new norm of life. Despite their
own fears and worries they keep coming in everyday to
work on the front line. With this team in place I can be
confident of managing any future problems.

During the lockdown, transplantation nationally had
been suspended in many transplant centres. We have
been fortunate that Addenbrookes transplant unit had
remained operational throughout and a number of
Lister area patients have been successfully transplanted.

OTHER ISSUES
There have been a number of reports on the way in
which Covid can affect the kidneys of those affected
and it is true and we have had to manage acute kidney

The Pan-Thames London collaborative hope to restart

injury due to COVID-19, but our experience is that many

live donor transplantation in the near future and we

of these patients have recovered and at the moment

look forward to this service restarting.

there has not been any noticeable spike in long term
dialysis requirements from this group.

OUTPATIENTS AND CONSULTATIONS
Outpatient face to face work has been limited to the
bare minimum with patients being seen off site at
Hertford County Hospital, but now more and more
outpatient clinics are being opened up. During the panepidemic, the majority of outpatients have been moved
to a telephone or virtual review around their appointed
times within their disciplines:- advanced kidney care,
transplantation, home therapies, general nephrology,

Another area of concern has been that Covid-19 seems

Dr Jeevaratnam
Author
Dr Praveen Jeevaratnam

to be disproportionately affecting BAME communities
– it does appear that we have been affected much less
than the London hospitals and our numbers in this area
had been too small to make any real assessments on
the ethnicity of the victims. Without a full analysis of
the data our feeling is that there has been no significant
spike in deaths from these communities. However the
numbers will be fully reviewed and any such trends
identified.

auto immune patients. Where needed, unit dialysis
patients are seen on the unit. We are planning to go
back to a form of business as usual from the first week
in August and this will be ramped up in stages over

PLANS FOR A FURTHER SPIKE IN COVID
INFECTIONS

the next few weeks according to the availability of staff.

Although the situation is very much improved we

With the success of telephone clinics, and video clinics

have to be alert to the possibility of a further spike

Florence Unit
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Article

DEALING WITH COVID-19 AS A CLINICAL LEAD FOR ORGAN DONATION.
Dr Kate Flavin, Consultant in Intensive Care Medicine and Anaesthesia
and Clinical Lead for Organ Donation at the Lister Hospital.

S

Since
there has
has
incelast
lastI Iwrote
wroteaa piece
piece for you, there

2. There have been fewer organ donation referrals. This

total commitment from donor, retrieval and transplant

been upheaval in the medical world. The global

has been seen throughout the world. The reason for this

teams to make every possible transplant happen in such

disruption and destruction that Coronavirus

remains unclear. Perhaps intensive care teams are so

challenging times. Our incredible national team of SNODs

has brought in its wake is unprecedented. The

busy that donation slips their minds; perhaps teams are

have been working tirelessly throughout this crisis: together

Intensive Care Unit at the Lister Hospital has

not referring patients with CoViD-19, knowing that it

they contributed 17 850 hours to frontline NHS ICU care

undergone impressive change: we now work

prohibits donation. It also is apparent that there have been

in April alone. They have also been heavily engaged with

across two or three sites with the facility to

fewer brain injuries, both traumatic (presumably owing to

bereavement care, the NHSBT convalescent plasma project,

look after over double our usual bed base.

the lockdown limiting outdoor activities and travel) and

and with blood donation.

We have been treating some of the sickest

otherwise. The reason for the latter is unclear.

Dr Gardiner is hopeful that we can use the recovery phase

and most complex patients we have seen in
our careers, infected with a hitherto unknown

3. Renal transplant units closed. There was considerable

pathogen that mercilessly ravages the body

angst about them opening again: When? Which patients

and is relentless in its course.

should be prioritised when they do?

Organ donation and transplantation work has taken an
enormous blow because of the pandemic, both nationally
and internationally. Lung transplantation has been
decimated and although cardiac transplantation is ongoing
it is at levels greatly reduced compared to normal. Liver
transplantation has essentially been limited to those with
urgent or super-urgent pathology, although numbers are
nowhere near the usual 1-2 transplants per day nationally.
Renal transplantation has also been significantly affected.
There are usually 5-6 renal transplants carried out every
day in the UK. This number has dwindled to 1-2 per day
on average, although the end of April saw a rise to up to
4 per day.
The reasons for the decline in numbers is several fold:
1. CoviD-19 is an absolute contraindication to organ
donation. Excluding CoViD in donors is a fastidious process.
It involves detailed screening by the Specialist Nurses
in Organ Donation (SNOD). Then there must be three
negative swabs, the results of which take up to 48 hours.
The swab testing is not 100% accurate: false negatives
occur 25% of the time. CT scans and chest X-rays must be
scrutinised carefully.
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4. The living-related donor programme was largely
suspended until very recently when NHSBT began the
matching process again, but progress will hinge upon the

following the pandemic as a way to rebuild, and consider
it an opportunity to make things better than they were preCoViD. However, what is clear that the recovery will be more
complex and multifaceted than the initial response.
I wish you all well. Stay safe.
Author
Dr Kate Flavin

evolution of the pandemic.
Dale Gardiner, national CLOD, said in a Zoom meeting
I attended this week that the need to manage fear is
paramount: The fear of the donor teams that they have not
fully excluded CoViD; fears of the retrieval and transplant
teams that they may become infected; fears at the
transplant centres pertaining to whether they should be
open and how to recover ‘normal’ functionality post-CoViD;
and fears of recipients, some of whom would rather stay
at home and shield than risk coming to hospital for their
transplant and all the potential risks that come with it.
The news is not all bleak. There has not been a single case
of donor-transmitted CoViD-19 worldwide. The consent
rate for donation has actually increased since the pandemic,
reflecting a wonderfully humbling feeling of community
spirit and selfless generosity from donor families. Happily,
the Lister had a proceeding donor a couple of weeks
ago and there should be considerable recognition to the

Dr Kate Flavin

Article

OPT OUT BECOMES A REALITY IN ENGLAND.

O

rgan donation law has changed in England.

a few years ago with remarkable results and Scotland

20 May 2020 will be remembered as a very

will do so from next year. It is estimated that the full

significant date in relation to organ donation

impact of this law will eventually result in around

in England. On this day, opt out ( also called

700 more organ transplants per year; saving and

deemed consent or Max and Keira’s law )
became a reality in England. This happened
during the coronavirus pandemic crisis and
the impact of the change will not be felt for
some time. However, for many of us who
have been campaigning for this change for
a long time, it was a day of celebrating and
welcoming the new law.
This change means that all adults in England

enhancing many lives. I encourage adults in England
to make a positive decision to donate organs after
they die, to register their decision and to share their
decision with their close family members. It is easy to
register. Please register through the NHS Blood and
Transplant website www.organdonation.nhs.uk or
phone 0330 303 2094.
“Organ donation law has changed in England”
AUTHOR : Kirit Modi

will be considered to have agreed to be an
organ donor when they die unless they have
registered a decision not to donate or belong
to an excluded group. Wales made this change

RENAL SOCIAL WORK DURING COVID-19.

C

ovid-19 has caused unprecedented

that we were providing more frequent psychological

face to face meetings with patients both at home

disruption at every possible level, for patients

support and reassurance to patients who were

and in the dialysis units.

and staff. I and my colleague Clarisse (renal

feeling concerned and worried about the developing

social workers) have seen an increase in

situation. This seems to be lessening now as we have

referrals for financial and practical support

all become more accustomed to the situation.

for patients shielding at home, those who
were isolated and unable to do their usual
food shopping, and also those patients who
were unable to work and needed help to
claim benefits or grants to enable them to
continue paying their rent and bills. We have

AUTHOR : Alison Danbury-Lee

We have adapted the way we work as Clarisse has
remained at the Lister to provide a presence on the
ward and dialysis unit when essential while I have
been working remotely since March 23rd.

We

have been conducting our assessments mainly over

registered several patients on the government

the telephone and both agree that face to face

website for assistance with food shopping

assessments are preferable!

and delivery of medications and have spent

We have been in awe of our patients and the way

more time than usual applying for grants and

they have handled this crisis, having to come out to

liaising with local councils regarding people’s

dialysis whilst shielding and adapting to the ‘new

rent and council tax accounts.

normal’ we are hearing so much about in the media.

In the first few weeks of the lockdown we found

We are both looking forward to being able to resume

Alison Danbury

-Lee
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Update

UPDATE ON L&D RENAL DIALYSIS UNIT RELOCATION.

I

n March 2020 it was decided that a further

We once again reviewed the available properties

We will create a performance specification for

review of properties available was required

in the area applying the above revised criteria.

refurbishment and take this to the market. It is

for the relocation of renal dialysis unit from

The market had changed substantially due to the

believed that the construction works will not have

Luton and Dunstable Hospital. The subsequent

pandemic and whilst we identified a number of

to be undertaken by specialist contractors as the

review identified two possible options,

properties which met some, only one property

construction works themselves are fairly basic, this

Marlborough House and the original site

fulfilled all the above criteria. The property we have

should give us better commercial pricing . We will

in Scott Road. Some of the original reasons

identified was a property that we reviewed as part of

for indication purposes only create a sketch plan

for a review still remain at Scott Road with

our initial investigations in 2016, Nimbus Park. At the

which identifies the actual physical requirements

issues around the need for us to undertake

time Nimbus Park underwent a stringent review by

and confirmed that they can be located within this

substantial enhancements and additions to

the teams and these investigations led us to the brink

building. We will once more review the patient

the building to accommodate the services

of concluding a deal. Unfortunately the property fell

pathways which will form part of the performance

which had substantial impact on the financial

through and the trust moved on to Scott Road.

specification for the contractors to design and
construct to.

risk to trust and questioned the suitability
of the property. Marlborough House, whilst

Nimbus Park offers a single floor solution with capacity

not

enhancements

for expansion without enhancing the base unit and

We will commence our preliminary discussions with

posed serious concern with regards to

sole occupancy. Transport links are substantial and it

the council regarding change of use ensuring that

social distancing, access and operational

is believed acceptable although some discussions may

we keep the request high level and generic to ensure

functionality should plant failures happen

be held with the local service provider to enhance

(historically leaks have occurred from dialysis

drop-off and pickup locations. There is a limitation

stations)

on parking however it is understood that additional

requiring

substantial

It was also accepted that the pandemic had altered

we do not stymie any future requirements of this
building. The planning application period will remain
at 13 weeks.

parking may be available locally to achieve a more

It is also felt that due to the substantial work

than adequate number of spaces.

undertaken in 2016 to evaluate this property that a

the landscape of renal dialysis services and that

detailed workshop review would not be required and

previous estimates of the number of potential dialysis

The next stages are that we will undertake

patients would need to be revised with at least two

negotiations with the landlord on rent and rent

more isolation rooms created as a minimum. The

free periods and review the construction costs

experiences over the past few months of the renal

based on the square meter rate we have already

team led us to redefine our scope and acceptance

achieved which should give us the maximum cost for

Subject to any planning issues we would expect to

criteria for any new property, the main points being:

refurbishment.

be in a position to commission and open the dialysis

that, should the design team believe that the relevant
criteria are met, we can move forward without timeconsuming evaluations.

centre within the next 6 to 8 months.
• Accommodation should be on ground floor in totality if at all possible.

AUTHOR : Kevin Howell.

• Access should be bespoke and pinch points such as lifts should be avoided
• Ideally any accommodation should not be shared with other organisations
• Accommodation should allow for future expansion once the impact of Covid 19
is fully understood
• Whilst transport links need to be adequate and sustainable due regard to parking
availability for patients, visitors and staff needs to be made given personal patient
access preference and our wish to retain staff on a satellite location.
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Kevin Howell

Important Appeal
APPEAL FOR SUPPORT FROM LAKPA.

W

e are requesting a modest contribution

Alternatively you might wish to sponsor Ros Aird, our

to fellow patients or joining our small but amazing

from you for LAKPA because of the pandemic.

Newsletter Editor or Alison Danbury-Lee, our renal

committee. Please contact Kirit Modi, Chairperson of

This is the first time LAKPA is appealing for

Social Worker who are both running in support of

LAKPA, if you are able to help. His e-mail address

support. We fully appreciate that there are

LAKPA. Ros is training to run 5k at the end of July

is kiritmodi1@hotmail.com and phone number

huge financial difficulties facing many of us.

and Alison is planning to do 50 5k races before her

07929 778440.

This has affected the generous donations

significant birthday next March. The Just Giving

Many thanks for considering this appeal.

LAKPA has normally been receiving over many

links are given below and Ros and Alison will

years from you. This one-off appeal will help

be very grateful for any support you feel able to give.

us continue with our work; particularly at this

( The QR code will take you directly to the page. )

Stay safe.

very difficult time for kidney patients and

In addition, we continue to seek other support from

AUTHOR : Kirit Modi

their families. In addition to our normal work

our members; for example by offering your support

Our best wishes to you and your family.

we have recently provided financial support
to individual kidney patients based on the
recommendation of the Renal Social worker
at the Lister Hospital.

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/alison-danbury-lee4
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Ros-Aird5k

Our appeal to all LAKPA members and others is a one
off contribution of between £5 and £10. There are
three ways you can send money to LAKPA:

• You can use the Just Giving link on the
Donations page on our website https://
www.lakpa.org/donations/
• You can post a cheque, made out to the
Lister Area Kidney Patients Association
(LAKPA), to our Treasurer: Anthony Byrne, 8
Elm Walk, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 9UY.
• You can make a direct transfer to the
LAKPA bank account: sort code 20-41-12
and account number 90483184.

If you pay tax we would encourage you to consider
adding

Gift Aid to your donation. If you use Just

Giving, then you can add Gift Aid on line. If you send
a cheque or make a direct transfer, please let Anthony
know of your wish to add Gift Aid and provide your
contact details to him. He will send you a Gift Aid for
to sign. Alternatively, you can print a copy of the form
from the Donations page on our website: www.
lakpa.org and post it to him with your cheque.
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PATIENTS’ OWN COVID 19 STORIES

T

he COVID-19 emergency has had a huge and

worrying impact on kidney patients across the
spectrum and here are some of the comments
we have received from LAKPA members on
their experience

PETER SURRIDGE LAKPA SECRETARY AND
A TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT WRITES:
Having read of my classification as “extremely

my mind whirring and I am “zoomed out” with

However from a possible view our kidney family

quizzes.

that meet up on dialysis days in the waiting area

My surgery has an angel who will collect and deliver
my prescription and I have been encouraged to
accept a weekly food box, alleviating part of the

At the beginning of lock down the prospect of
having to come into any hospital environment was

and visiting the in house pharmacy myself.

very intimidating indeed and we all hated having

I found myself watching my back ahead of

Zoom which we accept as the safe new norm. No

lockdown.

reason to bore you with my extended family but I

match on Saturday 7th March. It was a cold day, so
I could hide under a scarf for safety. We had earlier
chosen carefully, a table at McDonald’s where we

delayed in being taken in so we can chat.

experience though I truly miss the supermarket shop

I have seen my sons and theirs via What’s App or

with my son and grandchildren attended a football

after the weeks of isolation we actually enjoy being

shopping trip which by all accounts is not a pleasant

vulnerable” (70+ and a transplant patient)

My wife and I stuck to an earlier agreed plan, and

now seem to chat and joke to each other more now

to get used to the new changes and procedures
like wearing the masks, but as the weeks have
progressed we have all adapted.

have an older sister, an array of nieces and nephews

I have managed to even raise £50 through the sale

along with great and great-great nieces and

of knitted chicken covers on Creme eggs prior to

nephews, whose exploits and progress are thankfully

lock down then donated and gave every patient and

recorded on Facebook. The deal is to get to the other

staff member in the unit on my allocated time slot

side and pick up where we left off.

an Easter egg and greeting just to make them smile.

found some distance from other diners. Thankfully I

There have been some issues but still it’s not bad

am here to tell the tale despite spending the rest of

and I’m very grateful as, without the NHS all of us

the day and Sunday with a friend of ours in Hitchin

wouldn’t be here today so thank you NHS.

along with her daughter, son-in-law and three
children.
My final outing was a nervous stroll around Tesco
with my wife, giving a wide berth to all comers. My
lockdown started a week early. March 12th.

Peter Surridge

Since then it has been “house arrest”. My shielder
and wife, being a retired nurse, has kept me safe.
There was a certain trepidation before being driven
to Hertford County Hospital for several blood tests
and a Renal Clinic. Also, twice to Lister for procedures
and twice to Harefield for Covid tests. I have been
tested 3 times – all negative.
My car is roadside up the hill. Not sure when I will
drive it again or if it will start? It is out of bounds to
me, though I have lifted from it my sunglasses, which
might be worth more than the car?

KAREN – A DIALYSIS PATIENT AT LISTER :
Firstly I’d like to take the time to say a
huge thank you to all the dialysis team and
ambulance staff who have continued to help
us patients during this even more difficult and
challenging Covid time.
I don’t think any one family have not been personally
effected by this tragic virus in one way or another. I
lost my nan to Covid following a hospital admission.
It was very sad and heartbreaking seeing her being

A REPORT FROM A ST ALBANS PATIENT:
I am a dialysis patient and am attending three
times a week at St Albans Hospital.
The pandemic has resulted a changing in both
myself and my wife. We stay home mostly but
I still have to drive three days to the Renal
Unit. My wife walks to the local shop for new
papers. Both of us have a hall mile walk for

My daily exercise is walking the length of the garden

taken off in an ambulance knowing we may never

to the trash and re-cycling bins. The beauty of being

see her again as we were also unable to visit her

retired and subject to lockdown is that you do not

whilst it felt very strange in itself when you are

We both use computers a lot and meet friends

need to justify your inactivity. Online Scrabble keeps

actually at the hospital.

on Zoom meetings, about three times a week.
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We include local church members having services
each week. It is good but not as well as a real talking
together. I also Zoom with my golf pals each week
for 30 minutes.
My daughter Zooms each Sunday to keep us up

A TRIBUTE FROM MANDY NORTHOVER
And finally, but by no means least we have

days to ensure that the safety of the patients and the
high standards of care have been maintained.

had this wonderful tribute from Mandy

Everyone, from the consultants to the cleaners have

Northover who many of you will know as the

been exceptional, I am retiring in October and to be

Senior Sister for the Lister dialysis unit.

able to leave this job with the total sense of pride in

to date on her news in Chester. My wife gets all

my team is a fantastic feeling (and very emotional!!).

grocery online and this is very good and within 2

I would very much like to say that as a renal nurse (of

days for delivery.

So we have no food problems.

too many years to count) how proud I have been to be

We would like to walk in parks, go along in St Albans,

part of the most incredible team, everyone has stepped

have meals in pubs and restaurants! But we have

up and has gone the extra mile, the management

not done that in this pandemic.

team set up a separate dialysis unit in a week ! (the
Florence unit) to enable isolation dialysis to take place
from all the units, the staff have been flexible with
working patterns and have worked extra hours and

Mandy Northo

ver

WORLD KIDNEY DAY.

A

s with so many other activities this year

Here is Marion Bullen, who made the nearest guess

World Kidney Day on the 12 March was very

to the number of beans in the jar, won the teddy at

much affected by COVID-19. Although it just

Lister, Robert Chalmers won the Luton raffle and

escaped the lockdown it was clear that the

Patricia Bladock whose picture is on the front cover

crisis was escalating and our plans to make

won at Harlow. Patricia Bladock recently passed

this the biggest WKD so far, with events at all

away and LAKPA sends their sincere condolences to

the units, had to be rapidly scaled back as the

her family.

scale of the pandemic crashed over us. This
was such a shame as this was the year that

AUTHOR : Ros Aird

the ‘deemed consent’ legislation came into
force and this was an ideal time to get the
message across.
However all was not lost, there were cakes and
cards for sale in the concourse at Lister and Lister,
Luton and Harlow units ran a raffle for a WKD teddy
and, more importantly, a considerable number of
information leaflets on the new legislation were
handed out. Overall LAKPA funds were boosted by
£150 and we were able to help raise awareness of
‘Max and Kiera’s’ Law. We look forward to next year
when we hope that we will be able to run a safe and
successful event.

Marion Bullen
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PEER SUPPORT IN THE TIME OF CORONAVIRUS.

T

he renal team at Lister have long recognised

up the original remit of my role and would like to take this

are struggling with their diagnoses and management of

that, as kidney disease is usually a chronic

opportunity of re-introducing myself, my role of Renal Care

their illness or who may benefit from speaking to someone

condition, personal and emotional support for

Practitioner and the Peer Support Service.

with similar experiences, please be mindful to mention our

sufferers and their carers is as integral to their

The Renal Support Practitioner Role involves undertaking

service to them and refer if they agree. As mentioned we are

care as medical intervention. One of the main

social care tasks, co-ordinating the Peer Support Service,

currently only offering a telephone support service. I have

planks in this is the peer support programme

recruiting and training new Peer Support volunteers,

added below a definition of Peer Support and some quotes

which has been in place for over two years

promoting the Peer Support service to patients and other

from the patients that have recently accessed the service to

now. It was initially supported financially by

professionals encouraging referrals to help improve patient

help evidence how invaluable it can be for patients.

a grant from LAKPA , but proved so successful

well-being. I had hoped to become active in some of the

Definition:

that it has now been incorporated into the

clinics to introduce the service and some Peer Supporters

mainstream funding.

Jacqui Byfield has

Patient Quotes on Peer Support experience - ( Have been

to patients. Hopefully this may still happen in the future. For

recently been appointed to manage the day

changed slightly to protect patient confidentiality )

now we are still offering telephone Peer Support to patients

to day running of the peer support service

which has proved invaluable to the few patients that have

and she writes here of her experience of this

been referred and used the service during COVID.

programme during the Covid-19 emergency:-

If you, or anyone you know, think you may be able
to benefit from this service, please email
renalsupportservice.enh-tr@nhs.net.

Please note we currently have volunteers who can support

Some people may have met me earlier this year during

people who are pre dialysis, dialysis and transplant, as well as

AUTHOR :

my introduction into the role of Renal Support Practitioner

potential live donors and carers. We don’t generally support

Jacqui Byfield

within the Renal Support Team based at Lister Hospital. Due

people who have CKD who aren’t near renal replacement

to the COVID 19 crisis like many others I have undertaken

therapy and neither do we have any volunteers who have

other tasks to meet the needs of our patients. As we

opted for or have experience of conservative management.

gradually return to something near normal I will be picking

If you know of any patients that are going through changes,

Jacqui Byfield

“Peer support is when people use their own experiences to help each other. There are different types of peer support, but they all aim to:
bring together people with shared experiences to support each other and provide a space where one feels accepted and understood and
everyone’s experiences are treated as being equally important”

“Had learnt so much about what
contained fluids and what they
should be aware of i.e. didn’t realise
rice and pasta had water in which
added to their fluid intake”

tanding
“Helped gain more unders
their
about the different aspects of n
relatio
blood and blood levels in
s helped
to their kidney health. It ha ve
can ha
them to grasp the fact they
some control”
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manage those
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will days so
th
ey do
still have off
not escalate”
days but now
feels they ar
e

for … and
“ It was a positive step forward
out their health”
it relieved a sense of shame ab

eone who had
“It had been useful to speak to som
w of the effects
been through the process and kne
had wanted
of dialysis on day to day life. …..
how life is and
to speak with someone to check out
They felt the
the reality of living with dialysis.
in the picture of
discussion with …. had helped fill
what dialysis would be like”.

“It was g
someone ood to speak wit
h
worn the who had done it
through tee shirt and co ,
.
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It highli
g
balancin hted choices, th
g
and the act of managin e
need to
g
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everythin
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PEER SUPPORT AT A TIME OF LOCKDOWN.

M

any of you will know me through my

– to talk with more experienced patients and carers

diagnosis has been of great comfort to me at a time

role as LAKPA liaison for the Bedford dialysis

on a one to one basis in a non medical environment.

when I have had to battle stress and isolation. I

unit where I dialysed for just under 5 years

This scheme is specifically intended to supplement

would encourage any kidney patient or carer who is

before receiving my 2nd transplant on

medical care by providing the opportunity to talk

anxious or stressed about their situation to contact

Valentine’s Day last year. I am very grateful

about worries and concerns with those who have

this service who will carefully match you to one of the

for the opportunity to live a life without the

actually experienced them. As a volunteer I was

volunteers with experience most closely resembling

constant treadmill of dialysis. However my

contacted earlier this year by the peer support team

your situation. You can call on 01438 284957 or

recovery has not been without its problems

asking for my support for a patient who was very

email them on renalsupportservice.enh-tr@nhs.net

and this has been compounded by the need

stressed and frightened about urgently starting and

to ‘Shield’ due to the Covid-19 emergency.

managing dialysis. I was very happy to help this

Moreover I had just had a cataract operation

person, particularly as they were facing this huge

immediately

change to their life at a time when Coronavirus was

prior

to

lockdown

being

announced, and so have been unable to
attend follow up appointments. Those of you
who are shielding will recognise the range of
emotions that I am experiencing – the need to
stay positive and fight feelings of depression
and mental fragility particularly as there is no
sense of when life might return to normality.
I think we are all starting to appreciate what
house arrest must feel like!
However I am really pleased that a couple of years
ago I was one of the first batch of volunteers to be
trained as a renal peer supporter. This initiative,

AUTHOR

:

Tarsem Paul – LAKPA liaison for Bedford Unit

raging.
Clearly we were not able to meet face to face but
a number of phone calls arranged through the peer
support team have taken place. Because I have had
to live a life with both dialysis and transplantation I
was able to provide emotional support along with
suggestions on how to manage their situation that
they have told me have benefited them enormously
by empowering the individual to manage and take
control of these issues and manage their life. I am
happy to continue with this support as long as it is
needed.

originally supported financially by LAKPA, is designed

What I have also come to realise is how much this is

to give an opportunity for kidney patients and their

a two way street as the knowledge that I have been

carers – particularly those who are newly diagnosed

able to ease someone’s path into this life changing

Tarsem Paul
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A

JAIN & HINDU ORGAN DONATION EXPERIENCES.

small national group of kidney patients

living kidney donors has been set up on a

looking forward to having a big family celebration

protect not only myself but most important of all my

when it is safe to do so.

transplanted kidney, my gift of life.”

voluntary basis to offer telephone chats

The following two stories relate the

to share COVID experiences with fellow

experience of two dialysis patients who

kidney patients. This group is organised

contracted Covid-19 in addition to other

by the Jain and Hindu Organ Donation

problems – they remind us yet again what a

( JHOD) steering group and led by Kirit

difficult and challenging time this has been

Modi. We are sharing here the experiences

for our high risk and vulnerable community.

of some members of this group, covering
both transplanted and dialysis patients, and,
although they are not LAKPA area patients
we can so easily relate to so many of their
thoughts and experiences.:

Bharat, another transplanted patient recalls how
difficult life was when his kidneys were barely
functioning and he was on dialysis – he felt that
his body was no more than a repository for the 30
tablets a day that he had to take. Normality returned
after Bharat’s wife donated a kidney to him and he
says “Never in the wildest of my dreams could I
ever imagine such a change in human lifestyle was
ever possible, thanks to medical science” As a result
Bharat now devotes himself to counselling others in
a similar situation.

Jyoti, who had not long been on dialysis contracted
Covid-19. She had been getting used to dialysing
3 times a week, and the constraints that come with
that regime, when the virus struck. She reports that
she developed a fever which she thought would go

Although he is determined that Covid-19 will

away after a few days, but instead she developed

Dishna tells of her mother, to whom she donated

not stop him he was very shocked by the way the

a dreadful cough, shortness of breath, heavy chest,

a kidney, and was able to do this before her Mum

pandemic came upon us - “I felt as if world war

gasping for air, constant headache and sickness. Still

started dialysis. Dishna was fully supported by her

had started” - ensuring supplies of his anti rejection

thinking it would pass, when she found she couldn’t

husband and siblings in making this decision and it

medication and just obtaining basic groceries were

get out of bed without thinking she would collapse,

was so vindicated by the difference it made to her

suddenly major worries and, being in a vulnerable

she decided to call the hospital and when she was

mother. Like all those with transplanted kidneys this

group with compromised immunity, added so much

admitted started to hallucinate.

has been a worrying time, compounded by the fact

to the sense of fear.

that Dishna’s Mum had taken her first holiday since

In hospital she was securely isolated and had to

her transplant and lockdown meant that her return

Everything coming into the house was suspect and

remain on the ward and in bed with a venturi mask

flight was cancelled – particularly stressful as her

it is terrifying when you don’t feel safe in your own

and nasal cannula to help her breathe. It was also

medication was running out.

house – it made him recall a locust swarm he saw

an awful shock to be on a ward and see people

as a child in Kenya when the insects arrived as if out

struggling with deteriorating symptoms. Fortunately

However she was successfully repatriated, but

of nowhere to threaten his very existence. However

Jyoti fought through it and went home to recover

obviously then had to go into shielding and had to

things are calmer now and Bharat continues to

and she says “ I never want anyone to go through

self-isolate. It has been really hard not being able

live by the simple principle “Health comes first”.

this torture, and the suffering. It has taught me to be

to visit but Dishna and the whole family have been

Nonetheless he is sceptical of the government’s

strong, focused and be positive and look forward to

in regular contact and done everything they can to

announcement that high risk groups can come out

a new chapter in my life.”

support her mother from a distance. They are so

of isolation on 1 August and he says- “I need to
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cont.
gone. Although her blood tests appeared normal,

The only positive to be taken from all this is that the

on attending dialysis her blood pressure readings

symptoms of the Covid-19 infection did not worsen

were high and she didn’t feel well so a swab was

and the only ones she suffered from were the loss of

taken which came back Covid positive. This meant

taste and appetite.

that dialysis would have to take place at the isolation
unit and she would have to self isolate when not
dialysing.

Our thanks and good wishes go to Dishna,
Bharat, Jyoti and Kiran and we are
most grateful to them for sharing their

The day after the first session, at 5 am in the morning

experiences. We wish them all the very best

her fistula dressing was irritating her, but when she

for the future

took it off it started to bleed copiously and could not
Our final account is one from Kiran who is a dialysis

be stopped. With her husband’s help this was finally

patient and who has had some very distressing

achieved after 3 hours. The following morning when

experiences – not all connected to Covid-19. She

back for her dialysis session, the bleeding started

had fallen and badly broken her ankle last October,

again and could not be stopped, despite using the

then in January, whilst recovering from that her

recommended bottle top method. This was only

fistula started clotting and causing her to have

resolved with a very tight bandage and she was taken

seizures – so severely that, at one point, her life was

straight to the operating theatre to fix the graft as

despaired of. Fortunately this stopped when her

she now urgently needed dialysis. Unfortunately this

fistula was repaired. Back on dialysis 3 times a week

did not work and a new one had to be constructed

Kiran found her appetite had gone and, not only

as the old one could not be saved and dialysis had to

was she losing weight, but her sense of taste had

be done through a temporary line in the meantime.

If you would like further information
about this group, please do not hesitate to
contact Kirit at kiritmodi1@hotmail.com
AUTHOR : Kirit Modi
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Updates

PATIENT TRANSPORT AT THE HARLOW RENAL UNIT.

T

he Covid-19 emergency has put a huge strain

if their bay is ready and avoid waiting in reception.

were 28 reports, 9 in March and none in April and

on services, not least the patient transport

After starting dialysis patients or staff call the relative

May. Clearly other factors will have contributed to

service – here Saro Sajeev, the senior sister at

to tell them their pick up time so that they are not

this but the great improvements in patients’ moods

the Harlow renal unit, describes the initiative

waiting once their dialysis is complete.

alone make this a worthwhile initiative.

This helped to ease the pressure on transport as one

All these patients can claim for travel for each visit

ambulance can only accommodate 2 patients on

(15p per mile) and there is free parking. We are

each journey to ensure social distancing. The driver

encouraging relatives & families to continue as it’s so

who collects the patient checks if they, or their family

good for patients’ health and well being. We hope

members have any symptoms before travel. All

to maintain these levels as the pandemic wanes,

Before the lockdown nearly half our patients used

drivers should check patients’ temperature before

although clearly there may be some reduction when

hospital transport. Following lockdown we started

and after pick up but sometimes resourcing issues

people go back to work as the restrictions are eased.

to actively encourage patients to either self transport,

meant that this did not always happen.

or ask family members. Now only a third of patients

The practical success of our drive to support patients

use hospital transport as the others are dropped off

who can manage their own transport is shown by

and picked up by a family member. To protect these

the drop in the number of transport reports over

patients one of the Acute Kidney Care nurses from

the period. A report is made each time a patient is

Lister calls them on the day before their session to

brought in or picked up over an hour late, or if they

check if they have any Covid related symptoms. On

did not attend, or reduced their treatment time, due

arrival in the renal car park they call the unit to check

to their transport being very late. In February there

she has led in improving renal dialysis
patients’ independence by supporting them,
where possible, in either driving themselves
to dialysis sessions, or being brought in and
collected by family members.

AUTHOR : Saro Sajeev.

Saro Sajeev

PATIENT TRANSPORT SERVICE.

T

he consortium of Bedfordshire CCG, East &

of a dedicated vehicle assigned to East & North

during the pandemic due to their vulnerability to

North Hertfordshire CCG, Herts Valleys CCG

Herts CCG’s patients. Feedback about this

Covid-19. This includes calling patients ahead of

and Luton CCG, with the East of England

initiative was very positive from both patients

their journeys to check on their health and limiting

Ambulance Service NHS Trust (EEAST) have

and crews and as such this arrangement has now

the number of patients who are transported

been working closely together throughout

been made permanent. Another action taken by

at anyone time to ensure the appropriate level

the coronavirus pandemic, to regularly

EEAST has been the temporary relocation of their

of social distancing. EEAST will maintain these

review the appropriate and timely provision

vehicle control room to Hertfordshire and this has

arrangements and adapt where appropriate in line

of the non-emergency patient transport

proved very beneficial, to have a team with local

with national guidance.

service (NEPTS), using national guidance

geographical knowledge in the coordination of

and feedback from renal units.

vehicles and overall delivery of the service.

In the previous update, it was acknowledged that

Whilst over the last few months there has been

some renal dialysis patients were experiencing

understandably a reduction in the demand for

delays with their transport bookings and that

NEPTS, EEAST has had to significantly change and

EEAST were looking at a number of options to

adapt the way in which the service is provided,

address the situation. This included the trialling

particularly to those patients who are ‘shielded’

AUTHOR : Adrian Manning

Adrian Mannin
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Recipe

BLUEBERRY PANCAKES.

INGREDIENTS :

pinch salt

25gm x melted butter

200 grams Plain flour

2 x eggs

sunflower oil for cooking

3 x teasp Baking Powder

200 ml semi skimmed milk ( or rice milk*)

75gm x blueberries

2 x teaspoons sugar

mixed - with 50 ml of water

METHOD :
1. Sieve the flour, Baking Powder and salt into

3. Cook for about 3 minutes at a medium

5. Serve the pancakes with the remaining

a bowl. Beat the egg in a bowl and add the

heat until small bubbles appear on the surface.

25gm fresh berries and a very light dusting of

milk. In the bowl with the dry ingredients make

Make sure the pan does not get too hot or the

icing sugar.

a well in the centre and whisk in the milk and

bottom will burn before the batter is cooked.

6. As a treat a small spoonful of Crème Fraîche

egg to make a thick, smooth batter. Beat in the

Turn the pancakes over and cook for a further

can be served with the pancakes

melted butter and 50 grams of blueberries.

2-3 minutes until both sides are golden.

2. Heat a teaspoon of sunflower oil in a large non
stick frying pan. Drop a large tablespoon of batter

4. Cover with a clean tea towel or kitchen paper

per pancake into the pan - make 3 or 4

whilst the rest of the pancakes are cooked.

pancakes at a time.

Serves 6 at a portion size of 2 pancakes each. Patients who have been advised to watch their phosphate levels should consider reducing the
Baking Powder by half, and those watching their potassium levels should consider using rice milk instead of cow’s milk. *
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY.
LAKPA COMMITTEE MEETINGS
We meet every two months and are currently holding
virtual meetings using zoom. Members of LAKPA are
most welcome to join us at our meeting as guests
and raise any issues with us.
We meet on Tuesdays at 7 pm and finish by 9
pm. Please contact Peter Surridge, our Secretary

August

October

December

11

13

8

beforehand, if you wish to attend and he will be
pleased to send you papers for the meeting.
The dates of our future meetings are:
11 August, 13 October and 8 December 2020.
Organ Donation Week 2020
Organ donation week this year is from 7 September
2020. We will, as usual, plan our activities for this
week nearer the time.
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Organ Donation Week
7th September 2020

Application
ForMembership
Membership.
Application
For

CUT HERE

FREE TO JOIN – WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
REGISTRATION FORM.

Please COMPLETE AND RETURN to: Marcia Hamlin, Lister Area Kidney Patients Association, 49 Mandeville, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 8JJ
Alternatively please hand this form in to any of the renal units/wards at Lister, Bedford, Harlow, Luton & Dunstable or St Albans
or to the LAKPA liaison persons for the units.

.
Y
L
R
A
E
L
C
E
T
I
R
W
E
S
A
E
L
P

TITLE / NAME
ADDRESS

COUNTY					

POSTCODE

TELEPHONE 				

EMAIL

If you are one of the following please tick box:
A Carer

A Patient

A member of renal staff

Relative of renal patient/carer

Friend of patient/carer

		

If you are a Kidney patent please answer the next two questions:
i) Type of patient

(please tick which applies to you)		

(ii) Where do you go for treatment

Haemodialysis at hospital

Transplant recipient

Lister

St Albans

Haemodialysis at home

Pre-transplant/dialysis

Luton

Harlow

Peritoneal Dialysis (PD)

Other

Bedford

To comply with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), which came into force on 25th May 2018, LAKPA requires your explicit
consent to contact you.
N.B. We won’t be able to send you a Newsletter unless you tick the box : I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by post.
I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by post 			
			
I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by telephone			
		

I consent to the LAKPA contacting me by email			
			
I consent to receiving Fundraising items in the LAKPA Newsletter
( Such as draw tickets. )

I understand that my data will be held on a computer file by LAKPA, but is protected by the GDPR. My information will not be shared with any third
party, other than the companies that input data and distribute the LAKPA Newsletter. I also understand that LAKPA is a member of the National Kidney
Federation (NKF) and my information will be shared with the NKF , in order that I may receive the NKF magazine ‘Kidney Life’ and their raffle tickets, as
long as I have given consent to be contacted by post and to receiving fundraising material. I will notify LAKPA if I would prefer my information not to be
shared with the NKF. This consent is valid for five years and should I wish to opt out at any time I will inform LAKPA in writing. Thank you.

SIGNATURE			

				

Should you wish to make a donation to LAKPA please visit our 		

CUT HERE

LISTER UNIT
Andrew Bullen.
01462 685 956
abullen45@gmail.com

HARLOW UNIT
Peter Surridge.

LUTON UNIT
Tony Heath.

07808 169 908

01582 271 424

peter.surridge@afp-partnership.co.uk. claudette.tony@hotmail.co.uk

DATE

page on our website www.lakpa.org

BEDFORD UNIT
Tarsem Paul.

ST ALBANS UNIT
Vacancy.

07840 623 672
tarsempaul708@gmail.com

PLEASE SEND ANY DONATION WITH THIS FORM TO THE ADDRESS OVER LEAF, IN AN ENVELOPE, ALTERNATIVELY FOLD PAGE IN HALF AND TAPE AT THE TOP
You can also hand this form in to any of the renal units/wards at Lister, Luton & Dunstable, Bedford, Harlow, or St Albans. Reg Charity no: 1008961
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LISTER AREA
KIDNEY PATIENTS
ASSOCIATION

PLACE
A STAMP
HERE

Supporting kidney patients

Marcia Hamlin,
Lister Area Kidney Patients Association,
49 Mandeville,
Stevenage,
Herts, SG2 8JJ

FOLD HERE

FOLD HERE

PLEASE SEND ANY DONATION WITH THIS FORM TO THE ADDRESS OVERLEAF, IN AN ENVELOPE,
ALTERNATIVELY FOLD PAGE IN HALF AND TAPE AT THE TOP.
You can also hand this form in to any of the renal units/wards at Lister, Luton & Dunstable, Harlow, Bedford or St Albans. Reg Charity no: 1008961

